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Davon Montgomery(1991-)
 
Davon M. Montgomery was born on May 29,1991 in Baltimore, Maryland to
Adrienne J. Poole.
 
Davon was educated in Baltimore City Public School System.
 
Davon started writing poetry at a young age he loved to always write poetry on
his spare time.
 
In his later years, he began publishing his poems at age fifth teen.
 
Davon is very outgoing. he is very outspoken. 'If he thought it or felt it, you
heard it.'
 
During the day he makes everyone happy and welcome he is very kind to people
even though he dont take no body's crap he is always free hearted and happy.
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Breaking Up
 
Breaking up is a sharp pain to the heart
Breaking up is a feeling of sadness and a pain that won’t go away
Breaking up is a sign to let you know it’s your time to go
Breaking up is something you can’t run from
 
April 15 is a good time to be happy
April 15 is a lease that is to short
Breaking up is a lesson to learn about
Breaking up is an unhappy feeling to go through
 
April 15 is the air we breathe
Breaking up is something we will go through someday
Breaking up is something you can’t forget about
April 15 is something to enjoy because it’s to short
 
April 15 goes by fast
Before you know it you are on your last month
Breaking up is something to be afraid of
Breaking up is a life long sadness for everyone
 
Breaking up is something you don’t want to happen
Breaking up is something you stand up to
Breaking up is something that we all don’t want to go through
Breaking up is something old not brand new.
 
Davon Montgomery
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Death
 
Death is a sharp pain to the heart
Death is a feeling of sadness and a pain that won’t go away
Death is a sign to let you know it’s your time to go
Death is something you can’t run from
 
Death is a call to heaven or hell
Life is a lease that is to short
Death is a lesson to learn about
Death is an unhappy feeling to go through
 
Death is the air we breathe
Death is something we will go through soon
Death is something you can’t forget about
Life is something to enjoy because it’s to short
 
Life goes by fast
Before you know it you are on your last breath
Death is something to be afraid of
Death is a life long curse for everyone
 
Death is something we don’t want to happen
Death is something we have to stand up to
Death is something that we don’t want to go through
Death is something old not brand new.
 
Davon Montgomery
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Deeply Inlove
 
I like you you like me
When I looked into your eye's you looked into mine's
You are beautiful and sexy as hell
I love you I know you love me too
 
When I walk by we always stare at each other
I want you and you want me
I need you need me too
If you were in my life I would be so happy
 
Every time I see you I always get a powerful feeling deep inside
I'm deeply in love with you
I love you forever so much
I will always be there for you in every location
 
I love looking into your pretty eye's
I always think of your beautiful face in my mind
I've been wanting to tell you how I feel and I know you have been too
I know I would never regret fucking you
 
I've been wanting to feel your kiss as smooth as honey
I always see your beautiful face in my dreams
Everyday I always think of you
I'm deeply in love with you.
 
Davon Montgomery
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God Is Good
 
God has been good to me
He cared for me when no one gave a shoot
Don't you agree with thee
God save me from going down the wrong route
God always kept me from going off the deep end
God is good
God kept me from trouble even when it was right around the bend
God always under stood
He cheers me up when I'm feeling blue
He keep's me flat on my own two feet
He piece my life back together like glue
He saved me from being homeless out on the street
He always makes me believe
With him I will always achieve.
 
Davon Montgomery
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Good – Bye
 
I never got to say good –bye
 
                           So I say good-bye to you today
 
                             I never got to say good-bye
 
                      So I say good –bye to you yesterday
 
                             I never got to say good-bye
 
                       So I say good-bye to you tomorrow
 
                              I never got to say good-bye
 
                          So I say good-bye to you forever
 
                              I never got to say good-bye
 
                         So I say good-bye to you for now
 
                                            Good-bye.
 
Davon Montgomery
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Here I Rise
 
Here I rise from being a boy into a young man
Here I rise to put all the playful games to the side
Here I rise because soon I will be a man
Here I rise to learn the responsibly of being on my own
 
Here I rise to take life more seriously
Here I rise to take the journey of life
Here I rise to take a chance of being a father someday
Here I rise to admit to my mistakes
 
Here I rise to defeat the prince of darkness
Here I rise to give my life to the Lord
Here I rise to step out into this bitter world
Here I rise to be a somebody and not an anybody
 
Here I rise to become a old man someday
Here I rise to face the angel of death
Here I rise to look God in his eyes
Here I say I thank you for giving me life.
 
Davon Montgomery
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How I Feel
 
Everyday I feel so cold and empty
Pretending to be happy
Fearing if I shed a tear everyone may know my fears
 
Always walking with my head down to the ground
Always praying to the Lord
Praying for a better day
Hopping someday I will see my father
 
Maybe someday I’ll be glad
Feeling unwanted and not loved
Being treated like a bum off the streets
People walk by like they don’t see me
 
Wanting to kill myself is all I ever think of
Crying is all I can do
Sitting up all night wondering if someone loves me
Feeling deep down inside like someone is looking for me
 
All I ever think about is dieing
Sometimes I wonder why my life is a living hell
Faking a smile is all I ever do
Why can’t I just die?
 
Every night I always cry
Wondering why my life ant what it use to be
It feels like I’m slowly dieing deep down inside
Everyday my heart break’s little by little piece by piece.
 
Davon Montgomery
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I Loved You
 
I loved you like a summer’s night breeze
I loved you like pretty colorful leaves in the fall
I loved you like no one has ever loved you before.
 
Davon Montgomery
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I Need Love
 
I need someone to love me
I need someone to hold me
I need someone to care for me
I need someone’s sweet love
 
I need someone who won't break my heart
I need someone to keep my life from falling apart
I need someone I can run to when life gets hard
I need someone who will never hurt me
 
I need someone who won't be judgmental
I need someone who I can share my love with
I need someone who won't let me go
I need someone to tell me they love me
 
I need someone to hold on to
I need someone who will be there no matter what
I need a lover who doesn't fight or fuss
All I need is someone’s love.
 
Davon Montgomery
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I Wonder
 
I wonder where I will be four years from now
I wonder if there will be someone there to love me
I wonder if there will be someone there to care for me
I wonder if I would be able to handle the responsibility of being on my own
I wonder if I would make the right decisions on my own
I wonder to myself
 
I wonder how I will turn out when I hit that cruel world
I wonder if I have the confidence to serve out there on my own
I wonder how far I will get in life
I wonder if I will be a somebody instead of a nobody
I wonder if my lonely life would bring me happiness instead of sadness
I wonder every second every minute
 
I wonder if my life would have more good times than bad times
I wonder if someday I will be a daddy
I wonder if I will be loved by somebody
I wonder if I will have something to call my own
I wonder if I can handle the fact of being on my own
I wonder I just wonder.
 
Davon Montgomery
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If I Had My Way
 
If I had my way maybe you would still be here by my side
If I just had my way maybe I wouldn't have a broken heart
If I had my way there wouldn't be any reason for me to cry
If I just had my way I would be the happiest man alive
 
If I had my way maybe I would have a better life
If I just had my way I wouldn't haft to worry about being hurt anymore
If I had my way our love for each other will never end
If I just had my way there wouldn't be any more good-byes
 
If I had my way there will always be a brighter day
If I just had my way there will always be me and you forever an always
If I had my way we will always last
If I just had my way our love will always be a dream come true
 
If I had my way you and I would be together without any second thoughts
If I just had my way I would feel safe knowing that you are not taking my love
for a game
If I had my way our love for each other would be perfection
If I just had my way maybe my life would change.
 
Davon Montgomery
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Let Me Know
 
Let me know you love me
Let me know you like me
Let me know I’m your man
Let me know you care for me
 
Let me know you need my love
Let me know you won’t take my love for a game
Let me know you need me in your life
Let me know how far you are willing to go with me
 
Let me know you will always be there for me
Let me know you won’t let me go
Let me know you will never break my heart
Let me know the truth an never any lies
 
Let me know what you like an dislike
Let me know what makes you happy
Let me know what makes you mad
Let me know what makes you sad
Just let me know.
 
Davon Montgomery
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Love Is
 
Love is romance
Love is Passion
Love is a sexual or nonsexual desire
Love is a tender loving feeling
 
Love is pleasing and free
Love is a flame from deep with in
Love is genuine not pretend
Love is an ever lasting feeling
 
Love is something that won’t change neither rearrange
Love is something that is well motivated
Love is something very special
Love is a moment that shall always last for ever.
 
Davon Montgomery
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Missin All The Ole Times We Had
 
Time and time again
I think of you each time
Just thinking of this one rhyme.
Holding on feelings that I shouldn't be holding on to.
Trying to get over the fact that we are through.
Being friends is all we could say.
I always be missing you each day.
Everyone just tells me to pray.
Not knowing what I should say
So I pray pray that we will be together some day.
 
Davon Montgomery
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Sitting In My Room
 
I’m sitting here as I stare out my window with a tear
Slowly inhaling a stiff breeze brushing across my sad face
Wondering if there’s someone out there who really cares
Dreaming of a happy life is all I ever do	
 
Waiting for a person just to say I love you
Day in and day out I wonder how it feels to be loved
Just feeling weakened by a restless power called love
Praying to God just hoping he send me an angel from above
 
Why isn’t there someone out there to just show me love
It feels like my whole life is trap in a dark room
Waiting to be freed by someone’s strong simple love
Not wanting to be forsaken by that four letter word
 
As I lay on my bed balled up into a knot I can hear my soul cry out
All I need is someone’s love
Just thinking to myself if there someone out there who really loves me   
All I want is to be loved by someone honest and true
 
Davon Montgomery
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Tell Me
 
Tell me you love me
Tell me you need me
Tell me your secrets
Tell me your weakness
 
Tell me everything I want to know
Tell me you wont let me go
Tell me what I want to hear
Tell me that you really care
 
Tell me I'm your number one
Tell me what you do for fun
Tell me what your heart desires
Tell me that your love doesn't expire.
 
Davon Montgomery
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Wake Up
 
We all need to wake up
                                    Stop killing each other
                                 We should love each other
                      We need to wake up and care for each other
 
                               We all need to love not hate
                        We all should  be there for each other
                      We need to take people for who they are
                 We all need to wake up and believe in each other
 
                   We shouldn't hate people cause of there color
                      We need to wake up and smell the coffie
                       If people change the world may change
 
         Parents need to be there for there kids cause they need you
              We need to stop blaming our pass and move forward
                             We all need to forgive and forget
                     We all need to wake up and make a change
 
                             We all need to be strong not weak
                          We all need to stick together like family
              People shouldn't judge each other cause of who they are
            We all should care for each other not be against each other
 
                We all need to wake up and get along with each other
                       We all should give to people who are in need
                        We all should stand up for what we believe in
                      If we all work together we can change this world.
 
Davon Montgomery
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